
Earthen Floors and Counters – Workshop notes

Natural materials for floors, counter tops, and trim can easily be incorporated into any style of 
construction to create beauty and function. 
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Benefits:

• Beautiful
• Versatile
• Sustainable
• Durable
• Inexpensive
• Local
• Non-toxic
• Creative and fun
• Very Grounding

Materials:

• Clay – two types used.  Any clay you can find in the soil as well as pottery clay which is 
called kaolin clay.  

o Kaolin clay is great for the top coat as it shrinks less as it dries.  Kaolin clay 
can be purchased as a white/grey powder from pottery supply stores.  These 
stores may also have old blocks of kaolin clay which have set up into hard 
blocks.  If you’re lucky you can get them for free.  These can be re-hydrated 
by soaking in water and breaking up. 

• Sand – coarse sand for base coats and fine sand for top coat.  These can be sifted out 
of your soil or purchased from building supply/landscaping stores.  We like mortar sand 
for finishing work and fill sand as a cheap sand for base coats.  For finishing coats it is 
essential to have very fine sand or sand sifted through window screen.

• Fiber – helps to prevent/reduce cracking.  It adds texture, strength and beauty.  
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o For the thicker base coats we use straw, using a rototiller to mix large 
batches.  If doing small batches in a bucket with a drill mixer, use chopped 
straw.

o For top coats we use properly prepared horse manure or sifted chopped 
straw.  Sifting is required to remove the lumpy straw nodes.

• Calcium Carbonate – a fine, powdery white marble dust.  Inexpensive and available in 
some larger building supply stores.  (Sleggs carries it) Manufactured by IMASCO.

o Makes top coats easier to spread, creamier, and helps with smoother 
finishing...especially for countertops.  Not essential but we like it. 

• Boiled Linseed Oil
o Boiled Linseed oil (Recochem Inc) is primarily used for finishing the top coat. 

But we add a small amount into finish coat layer.  Rona will special order 
18.9 liter ($100) and also sells 1 liter jugs.

o There are minimal amounts of other hardening/absorbing chemicals present 
and some people prefer to use the more refined boiled linseed oil 
manufactured by Naturhaus as it is very pure – but may take longer to cure.

• Citrus solvent – used to thin later coats of the boiled linseed oil and helps the linseed 
oil penetrate into the finish.  All natural d-limonene (Envirosafe) is made from citrus 
fruits.  Smells nice, but can be an irritant to some people but only initially as it cures.  
It’s a bit pricey at $175 for 20 liters.

     

• Hard wax oil – Two brands.  Both expensive but go along way.
o Naturhaus has the best product from what we have heard. 
o We used Osmo hard wax oil.  ($150 for 2.5 liters) (a bit of temporary off-

gassing as this product has some volatile organic compounds)
• Bees wax – can be used, mixed in with various concentrations with boiled linseed oil 

and/or citrus solvent
o Source it out right from the bee keeper...impurities don’t matter - inexpensive
o Source from specialty candle shops – expensive, (but no bee knees or legs)
o We have not yet mastered bees wax and it can wear off quickly or remain 

sticky
o We like the natural floor wax made by NEZZA Naturals.  They do not 

currently stock it but said they can still make up a special batch.  
• Pigments – Iron oxides and other earth pigments supplied from on-line natural building 

supply stores or local pottery shops.  
• White glue – used in some mixtures for adhesion coats on some surfaces
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Tools:

• Hands
• Plastering trowel

o Japanese Pool Trowel for finishing coats
o Float for sub-floor or base coat (or large Japanese pool trowel)

• Yogurt lids – with rims cut off to create plastic polishing disks
• Very fine wet/dry sandpaper (for counters) 400 grit
• Mixing drill - Powerful, slow spinning (high torque) with half inch shank

o Mixing paddles – two types, one for breaking up clay (egg beater style), one 
for mixing up top coat (flat style that creates a vortex)

              

• 5 gallon buckets
• Big half barrels are very useful to keep clay slip in
• Shovels and scoops
• Screens for sifting soil from ¼ inch down to very fine window screen
• Thick wide paint brushes for clay slip (photo on left) and linseed oil (photo on right)

                                               

• Small roller for hard wax oil application (see photo with osmo above)
• Woodworking tools for creating trim on counter tops
• Rototiller or feet
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Methods and Application Techniques:

 Earthen finishing is a very creative process, and methods and materials are quite 
flexible.  We often say to people just be happy with the end product.  If you are attempting to 
achieve a particular colour or texture you probably won’t get exactly what you were aiming 
for, so try to be general in your ideas of exactly what something “should” look like.  
Experiment and be creative.  Remember, there is no such thing as failure, only learning 
opportunities.  If things don’t work out, just try again.
 Another important thing to be aware of is that at certain points in the application of the 
top coat of the floor or counter you no longer are in charge…it is the rate of drying of the 
earthen finish that will determine if you get lunch or dinner with everyone else.  The rate of 
drying will depend on many factors such as temperature, thickness, air flow, and humidity.  
This is especially true with earthen counters as they need to be polished as they get leathery.

Floors:

• Floors are pretty straight forward.  The sub-floor is basically cob either mixed in large 
amounts with the rototiller or by foot on a tarp

o Cob is clay, sand and straw. 
 Clay 30%
 Sand 70%  (any size of local or cheap sand.  Rocks ok, just pick out the 

big ones)
 Straw (not hay)

o Cob can also be made with good dirt that has the right mixture of clay and sand 
already present.  Avoid soil with organic materials.  Read cob books to learn 
more.  See references at end of booklet.

o Sub-floor will be full of cracks when it dries and should be quite rough
o Level as you wish, some prefer a bit of up and down in the floor
o Sub-floor height should be about 1/8 – 3/8 inch below finished height
o If butting the floor up against some wood floors, inset wood, or separating 

threshold,  you MUST install mechanical attachment points (horizontal nails)

          

• Top coat of floor can be a wide variety of mixtures. Very thin layer, from 1/8 to 3/8 inch.  
o Basic top coat mix as used at Eco-Sense – use within 2 days or keep very 

cool.  This is a non-toxic product so yes it does support life as long as it is wet.  
Make in 5 Gal buckets with drill and mixing paddle.  When you go to use it 
again (a day or two later) spin it up with drill (with square mixing paddle) as clay 
will settle out.  If you use manure and let is sit for a couple days the tannins 
(pigments) will come out of the manure… blend well or enjoy the colour 
variations in the floor
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 15 cups clay slip (Kaolin).  If you use regular clay make sure to trowel on 
a very hard and thin layer

 2 Tbsp of boiled linseed oil (optional)
 2 cups calcium carbonate powder (makes a tighter pore/harder floor)
 3 shovels of fine sand
 8 cups horse manure – dry (or fresh) and fluffy (VERY IMPORTANT to 

fluff up first to break up fibers – chunks of manure are very annoying in 
the top coat.

o Mix and adjust sand/clay/water – if slightly too wet add a bit more dry manure.  
This will take time to get the feel of it.  All materials are not uniform and 
therefore it is not easy to exactly repeat the results.  We usually make a bunch 
of buckets at the same time.  Should be very thick…almost too thick to spin.

                              

o Options:
 Use sifted white sand for a lighter top coat (Note that linseed oil will 

always darken the floor to a similar colour as when it was wet.)
 Use coloured Kaolin clay
 Use more horse manure to create more texture and a slightly cork like 

spongyness to the floor.  The amount of fiber used has a huge impact on 
the final appearance/texture of the floor.

 Use sifted chopped straw for golden highlights

o Tips:
 Add 1/8 cup bleach per bucket to keep the plaster fresh for up to five 

days
 All buckets for one floor area should be made up identical or the floor will 

look different bucket by bucket.
 Adding more fiber helps eliminate cracking – we rarely had a crack 

appear
 The thinner the finish coat is the less likely the floor is to have any 

cracking
 Apply the entire top coat of any given floor in a single application – Make 

top coat plaster the night before and begin to trowel it on in the morning.  
If you know your speed you may be able to make it all up and apply in 
the same day depending on the room size.

 Always clay slip the sub-floor before applying the next coat – clay slip is 
the glue to adhere one layer to the next.  Use just regular cheap clay

 Very thin top coat will go into a “leathery” stage as it dries, from minutes 
to up to an hour or so.  When it is leathery it is ideal to go over the top 
coat with the steel trowel once again and all marks disappear and 
smooth out...problem is you cannot yet walk on the floor.  If you miss this  
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opportunity, don’t despair, as there is always plan “B”.  This involves 
going over the topcoat of the floor the next day with a damp sponge.  To 
do this wait until the top coat can be gently walked on with socks and 
has mostly turned a lighter colour.  Use a rung out sponge and a bucket 
of water to gently go in circles on the floor.  This will blend in all your 
trowel imperfections.  This procedure darkens the floor again with 
moisture and leaves some sand behind.  When dry just sweep it up and 
it’s ready for oiling/waxing.

    
Put handfuls on the floors       Spread out with hand    Smooth with trowel

• Finishing the floor
o Floor must be completely dry and free from bits…hair can be annoying
o The idea is that the boiled linseed oil is sucked as deep into the earth as 

possible.  Linseed oil is an oxidizing oil meaning that it reacts with the air and 
hardens to a tough finish.  

o Linseed oil is applied in many layers from 3 to 8 or more and thinned 
successively with a solvent to help it penetrate.  A warm floor will soak up the 
linseed oil quickly and a few coats can be applied in one day – use a thick paint 
brush as pictured above and just leave the brush sitting in the oil from day to 
day.  Applying the oil to a WARM floor is desirable if possible as the floor soaks 
more oil in deeper.

o Thinning the linseed oil can be done with citrus solvent, turpentine, or paint 
thinner.  We only recommend Citrus Solvent as the other two are just too nasty.  

o Make sure room is well ventilated and fans can be used
o Wear a respirator if you have one or are sensitive.
o Floors with a high fiber content are quite porous unless toweled down really 

hard (during the leathery stage) and will suck up a lot of oil, but remember the 
more oil that you can get in there the better.

o At least the first two coats should be 100% linseed oil.  As the floor takes longer 
to accept the oil you need to thin with the solvent.  If the oil/solvent ever pools 
on the floor for more than a few hours wipe it up with rags or it will dry and 
leave a sticky mess on your floor. 

 If this happens use pure solvent immediately to dissolve and wipe up the 
excess.

 Remember… rags soaked with solvent or oil are a fire hazard and can 
spontaneously burst into flames.  Always hang outside in a well 
ventilated place away from sparks to dry.

o A warm floor will finish VERY differently than a cold floor.  WARM is better and 
NO solvent required.

o After the floor has accepted all that it will and the oil has hardened you can call 
it done or put one last coat of wax on top.  
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 We like the hard wax oil as it stops the dust from sticking to the floor and 
creates a finish like a hardwood floor.  It washes and sweeps easy and is 
not slippery.  Apply thinly with a small roller right from the can.  I use a 
stick in the can and roll the roller up and down the flat stick.  This stuff is 
so expensive that you don’t want to waste the ¼ cup or so that would 
stick to the rolling tray.  Two coats should do it.  Roller can be wrapped in 
a bag over night to use again the next day.  This finish should be good 
for many years.

 Another option is the bees wax melted with linseed oil and citrus solvent.  
This finish stays slightly sticky for a while but it smells great…

• Try 75% bees wax with 20% linseed oil and 5% citrus solvent.
• Put the three items into a tin can and then melt together in a water 

bath.   These are flammable items so take care!
• When cool this will solidify. It should be stiff but easily pliable.  If 

too stiff re-melt with more oil and solvent. 
• Work it into the floor by gloved hand.  
• Polish with a rag to remove excess.  The benefit of this product is 

that if fills the little dips and texture in the floor...  Reapply as 
necessary in high traffic areas as it will show wear.

                                     
Counters:

• Counter tops may consist of one or two layers (base coat, and top coat) applied on a 
foundation.

o It is essential that the earthen counter top is applied to a sound surface like 
plywood or planking or anything solid. It is important that there is no flexibility in 
the counters foundation.

 Preparing the foundation/plywood for the base coat
• There needs to be special adhesion care when applying the earth 

onto wood.  Two ways to achieve this:
1) Mechanical attachment with a product like expanded metal 

lath
2) White glue/sand painted on plywood with a lumpy texture.
3) Gord likes to just carve up the plywood with a knife

   
                           
 

 Glue and sand  Expanded metal Lath        Glue sand mixture 
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 You will also need to prepare an edge (lip) for the plaster to butt up to. 
 Tape up edges to make clean lines.
 Remember that the final coat (top coat) should be very thin 1/8 - 3/16” to 

avoid cracking.  If it is more than this you will need to apply in two coats
 Some people love the cracks and highlight them (Gord)

o The base coat (if used) is a finer quality of cob.  (cob without any rocks)
• Can be made using clay, sand, and straw.
• Use base coat where required to get height and allow to dry 

before adding the top coat.  OK if it cracks!
• Always use clay slip between layers

o The top coat is the special layer with the more expensive materials
 Can use a variety of mixtures but follow a very similar recipe as for the 

finish coat on earthen floors.  
 Choose recipe (write down what you do and always adjust with more 

clay/water/sand/fibre)
 Mix VERY well
 Adjust as required to get a very thick material. 
 Place by the handful onto counter and spread evenly.  Use trowel to get 

as smooth as possible.  
• Trowel again when leathery (hopefully within a few hours 

depending on the temperature and humidity)
• Use polishing disk (trimmed plastic lid) or tadelakt stone to polish 

to get as smooth and hard as possible.  This closes the pores.

                          

Finishing the earthen counter – must be completely dry
o Paint linseed oil strait on and allow to suck into the earth

 May add a small bit of pigment into the oil. (a tiny bit of red iron oxide 
goes a long way but can be a bit fussy to get it mixed with the oil evenly)  

o Paint on a second coat as soon as it is absorbed
o Polish with the takelakt stone, plastic lid, or very fine sandpaper...different 

techniques will result in different finishes.
o Try the wet/dry very fine sandpaper (400 - 2000 grit) with the oil.  In order to 

perform this final step successfully one must make sure that the boiled linseed 
oil applied has penetrated sufficiently AND partially oxidized (hardened).  You 
will know right away…if bits of fine sand start coming up and rolling around you 
need to let it harden up a bit more.  What should happen is a fine paste results 
and the finish gets smoother.  Keep doing this step of sanding in more oil until 
the counter will not accept any more.  Always wipe up the extra muddy looking 
oily paste between applications.
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Recipes:
 RED COUNTER

• 1 cup thick kaolin clay (white/cream)
• 2 cups very fine gray sand
• 1/4-1/2 cup dry and fluffy horse manure
• 1/8 cup red iron oxide

 GREEN COUNTER
• 1 cup thick kaolin clay (white/cream)
• 2 cups very fine gray sand
• 1/4-1/2 cup dry and fluffy horse manure
• 1/8 cup green pigment

 CREAM COLOURED MARBLE-LIKE COUNTER
• 1/4 cup water
• 1 cup white powdered kaolin clay
• 2 cups very fine white sand
• 1 cup calcium carbonate
• 1 cup powdered mica (optional but makes a bit more shiny)

 Eco-Sense basic counter top recipe - dark 
• 15 cups thick clay slip. Regular clay or dark kaolin clay
• 4-5 cups calcium carbonate powder
• 3 shovels of fine sand (very fine is important)
• 4 cups horse manure (or very fine chopped and sifted straw)

References:

 Books:
 The Hand Sculpted House by Ianto Evans
 The Cob Builders Handbook by Becky Bee
 The Cobber’s Companion by Michael E. Smith
 The Natural Plaster Book by Cedar Rose Guelberth
 Building Green by Clark Snell and Tim Callahan

 Materials: Here are a few of the bigger places but you may also find many more 
local sources
 http://www.buildingforhealth.com/ 
 http://www.greenworksbuildingsupply.com/ 
 http://www.woodlandflooring.com/  (for osmo)
 http://www.envirosafechem.com/ (citrus solvent)
 E Roko Distributors on Alpha Street in Victoria (250) 383-1944 (Naturhaus hard 

wax oil)
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Tadelakt Plaster
Waterproof Lime Plaster – for the experienced only

Showers, sinks and bathing areas

• Start with a very solid surface
o We will focus on counter tops but this method can be used on cob 

walls for showers or cob sinks, or other fixtures.  In this case use a 
good earthen brown coat to prep the surface. 

 Curves are particularly challenging and should not be 
attempted except by very experienced lime plasterers

o For counter tops us solid plywood prepped with expanded metal lath 
and trim around the edge.  Trim lip should be about ½ inch allowing 
for two layers of plaster

1) Base coat: 
o Mist surface and apply thin lime plaster
o 1 part lime putty : 3 parts fine sand
o Mist every few hours for first day and then daily for a week

2) Tadelact layer:
o After 1 week prepare for final Tadelact layer – thoroughly wet wall 

24 hours prior and then mist well right before application
o 1.5 parts lime putty : 1 part calcium carbonate : 1.5 parts fine sand

 Hard trowel onto surface
 Let set for 15 minutes to 1 hour until just starting to set – keep 

testing surface by gentle contact with stone – if this layer dries 
too fast it will delaminate from first layer.

 Polish with very hard smooth stone
• Use small circles to prevent the new layer from 

delaminating.  Should cause tadelact layer to compress 
but not move around. Be very gentle at first.

• This tightens the pores in the plaster
• Very time consuming process

o Next step immediately following the stone burnishing is the olive oil 
soap polishing stage

 Use 100% pure olive oil bar soap
 Mist and gently burnish with the soap

• Soap reacts with the lime as it is curing and chemically 
binds – This is the essence of the Tadelact

• Finish should start to look like glass
• Small cracks appear as the lime cures.  Cracks are 

further burnished in with the stone and the bar of soap.  
o Continue misting and burnishing with soap and stone for four days

 Surface will be cured enough for use in one month
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